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Experiments have been conducted to investigate the resistance 
and the effect of the directional heat flow at the interface of 
metals in contact. The test specimens were cylinders, a~ially aligned 
and dead weight loaded. Specimen materials were aluminum, bronze, 
and steel. The tests were conducted at environment pressures of 
SxlO-S Torr. or less. The dead weight load ·was kept at 10 lbs. for 
all tests and the surface roughness for all specimens \vas from 6 to 
8xlo-6 inch. 
The results of the investigation reveal that the resistance to 
heat flow at the interface of metals decreases as the interface 
tempet·a ture increases. Appreciable directional heat flow effects 
were found for dissimilar metals. The larger the difference of con-
ductivities of matching materj.als, the more serious the directional 
heat flo"1 phenomenon. This paper further confirms that there may be 
fm existing potential barrier created by the temperature difference 
and the properties between dissimilar metals. 
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The investigation of heat transfer i.n solids has long been 
pursued. However, only recent developr.:1ents have prompted considerable 
interest in the heat flov7 across interfaces of two similar or dis-
similar materials in contact. ~~en two surfaces are held together, 
the actual contact area is only a finite number of points. All metal 
surfaces, even when highly polished or flat, show appreciable contact 
resistance to heat flow. At atmospheric conditions, heat transfer 
across the interface contact consists of three methods: 
(1) heat conducted through the actual contact area points, 
(2) radiation across the voids or interstiti:1l gas, and 
(3) heat convected through the interstitial gas. 
The cbjecti~;es of this :i.nvestigation ~vere to increase the 
understanding of the effect of heat tra:1sfer at the interface of two 
metals in contact and to provide more experimental data on the potential 
barrier effect created due to directional effects. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
't-1hen t"t{O surfaces are pressed together under pressure, contact 
is made only at a few discrete points. Heat flow in vacuum environ-
ments will tend to channel through the contact points. As the contact 
pressure increases, the nuffiber of actual contact points increases. 
The contact pressure is an important parameter until plastic deforma-
tion of the asperities occurs. A. J. W. Moore (1)* observed that 
when two surfaces of metals are pressed together, the irregularities 
of the softer surface undergo full plastic deformation while the peaks 
of the harder metals are embedded in the other surface. Cetinkale 
and Fishenden (2) carried out one of the first thorough analyses 
which assumed that the heat flow· lines at some distance from the con-
tact points between metallic rods are parallel to the rod axis as well 
as to each other. As the interface is approached the flow lines con-
verge tul-:ard the actual contact area. On the basis of a number of 
:reports in this field, the thermal contact conductance -.;Yill increase 
by increc.si.r..g contact pressure, by reducing surface roughness, by i.n-
creasing su·.rface flatness, and 'i<Tith l-1eyer hardness of one of the t'i¥0 
:nating mate.rials. As evidenced by the tests of Fried and Costello (3), 
the introduction of i.nte17stitial materials with Meyer hardnesses lower 
than the structural materials can improve the interface conductance 
cons .tderably. As shm"'n by Wheeler (4) the ratio of contnct p·cessure 
to yie.ld strength of the softer of the mating materials provides a 
convenient method for the selection of interface materials. 
* Numbers in parentheses-refer to listings under References. 
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The work done by Fried and Costello fr.dicates that the ratio 
of the actual contact area to the total apparent contact area was 
a function of the ratio of apparent contact pressure to the Meyer 
hardness, "11ich is proportional to yield strength. This states that 
the softar mating materials will flmv plastically until the mean 
solid spot pressure is equal to its Meyer hardness. 
Barzelay, Tong and Hollmvay (5) noted that 'tvhen steel and 
aluminum v1ere in contact, the interface conductance depended upon the 
direction of the heat flow. The conductance from aluminum to steel 
\vas appreciably large1: than that from steel to aluminum. Thej_r tests 
'tlere performed in air at atffiosphere pressure, and to effect the re-
versal of heat flow direction, the specimen had to be inverted. Since 
the interface conductance is very sensitive to change in contact area 
and contact geometry on the specimens, Rogers (6) designed an apparatus 
with a heating element and cooling coil at each end of the experi-
mental column to avoid any disturbance of the specimens and conducted 
his tests in a vacuum environment. He concluded that conductance to 
heat flOi·J at th3 interface of dissi:nJlar metals does depend upon the 
di.rect"lon of heat flow. He associated the effect with the mechanism 
of conduction at the points of metallic contact, e.g. when metals having 
differertt values of the work function are in contact, a potential bar-
rier is created uhich might reduce the drift of the free electrons in 
one direction and increase it :.i.n the other direction. However, he 
points out that the phenomenon of directional heat flow can also be 
due to radiative heat transfer in the existing voids. The metals 
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being dissimilar will have different radiative absorptivity and 
reflec.tivity. These properties can cause a higher heat transfer in 
one direction, &nd thus explain the phenomenon of directional heat 
flm-:. 
Williams (7) suggests that the directional heat flow as found 
by Barzelay (1) and Rogers (5) is a direct result of surface contam-
ination, 'vhich could be present before assembly or even deposited at 
the modest vacuum of 0.02 rom Hg. used in the experiments. Williams 
further suggested in the case of heat flow from aluminum to steel 
that the differential radial expansion of the aluminum surfaces 
across the harder steel surface could cause the film to be scoured 
off, thereby allowing better metallic contact co:npared with that of 
the reverse direct:i.on of heat flow. Williams suggests there may be 
a further contribution to the direcitonal effect caused by the re-
duction in the hardness of the aluminum as the temperature increases. 
An extensive biblioeraphy on "Thermal Metallic Contact Conductance" 
has been prepared by Atkins (8). Minges (9) presents a critical re-
view of the status of experimental and analytical de·ITelopments in the 
area of heat transfer across interfaces of solids in contact as of 
May 1965. 
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 
The experimental apparatus used in this investigation is shown 
in Figure 1. The schematic diagram of general layout of the test 
apparatus is shown in Figure 2. The thermocouple leads, cooling 
lines and power supply lines pass through the base plate of the 
vacuum system. Figures 3 and 4 show the test fixture and its instal-
le,tion on the baseplate. 
Tne apparatus consists of the following main assemblies: 
i) Specimens 
'fhe specimens were 1 inch in diameter and 4 inches long. Eight 
thermocouples are installed in each specimen as indicated in Figure 2. 
The spacing and depth of the thermocouples are indicated on the 
drawing in the Appendix. Two thermocouples are installed in each 
hole, one is in the center of the hole, the other is on the surface. 
The purpose of the thermocouples is to determine the axial and radial 
temperature gradients. The 0. 0635 inch (No. 52,prill) holes drilled in 
......... ~~'-"-'••• ~,..,_,_,e~>".><'••-~>'•(•f">,;lc';,\;,~ •• ,,._:;,'*.>J:<I'<'·••":1fl'•~" • 
each specimen are just large enough to accommodate one thermocouple. 
'fhe other thennocouple inst2..lled in the same hole was ground small 
enough to fit firmly just beneath the surface. Special care 't-Tas taken 
to drill the thermocouple holes perpendicularly to the axis of the 
specimens. Each specimen has 4 thermocouple holes. The ther~mocouple 
vTires were 28 gage ~Qpper-~I!sta~Ean and_~re calibrated by ice and 
-
boiling water before fixing them into the holes of the spectmens. 
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After the thermocouple wires ~..rere pushed into the holes, and kept 
firmly 't~ith epoxy, the power "to.Tas supplied to the heater in the speci-
men. Then measure the temperature distribution along the axial 
direction of the specimens with a potentiometer to check the thermo-
couple wires to see whether they ~..rere in suitable contact -:vith the 
surfaces of the holes. 
The surface at the interface of the specimens in contact was 
ground to a surface roughness of 6 to 8 microinches measured with a 
profilorneter. Four measurements were taken for each specimen. Two 
of them t..rere in the sar;te direction and perpendicular to the other two. 
ii) Heating-·Cooling System 
Heat was s•.1pplied through a variable autotransformer and wattmeter. 
·rwo heaters and tw·o cooling coils are used as shown :i.n }'igure 3. 
They are located at each end of the test specimens. Tbe cooling 
coils are made of oxygen fre.e high conductivity copper tubing for. the 
ci.rculation of t..rater as a coolant. The heaters were constructed by 
installing a 250 '-'1att cylindrical heating element of I. lE 11 fire rod~" 
into the end of each specimen as shown in Figure 3. 
iii) Lauding System 
A dead wei.ght loa.d of 10 lbs was applied for all tests. After 
the specimens and radiation shields ·were installed into the testing 
apparatus the dead weight then "t.;ras put on the loading platform as 
shown in Figure 3. 
* Supplier: Watlo"tv Company, St, Louis 
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iv) Radiation Shields 
11~o thin aluminum sleeves were used to reduce the heat loss due 
to radiation from the specimens. Since the specimen temperature did 
not exceed 2500F, the energy loss by radiation was not important. An 
estimate of magnitude was calculated by assuming a shield temperature 
of 100°F (corresponding to the low temperature specimen) and an emis-
sivity of 0.2 for aluminum. With these conditions the heat loss was 
only about 4.7% of the total conducted heat transfer~ 
v) Vacuum System 
The complete test fixture was enclosed in the bell jar of a 
Varian lGlO vacuum system. The diffusion pump was capable of main-
-S taining envirorunent pressure belm-1 5xl0 torr. 
TEST PROCEDURE 
Measurements of the interface conductance were made with test 
specimens of 6061-T6 aluminum, bronze and steel. 
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The specimens are placed in the test apparatus. Special care 
was taken to keep the specimens aligned and in good contact. Before 
putting the specimens inside the apparatus, the surfaces at the 
interface in contact were cleaned with acetone. After the equipment 
was assenbled and connected together, the vacuum pump was started. 
Power was then supplied to the heater at one end of the specimen and 
the copper tubing at the end of the other test specimen \vas supplied 
1-1ith cooling water. The input power to the heater was controlled by 
a variable voltage transformer and measured with a wattmeter. 
lvhen equilibrium was obta.ined, readings were taken of the output 
of the 16 thermocouples to determine th<~ temperature gradient. The 
heat transfer rate was then found from 
Q' = K'A'6.T'/L' 
ltJhere tlT' is the temperature difference between two holes a distance 
L' apart, A' is the cross sectional area of the test samples, and K' 
is the thermal conductivity of test specimen. Q is the average value 
of heat flow Q' of top and bottom specimen. 
All data ubtained from the experiment were fed into an IBM 360 
computer which performed a least-·squares straight-line fit of the 
data, extrapolating to the interface to obtain the temperatures at 
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ea.ch side of the interface in contact. The temperature drop across 
the interface was thus obtained. 
After Q and ~T are obtained, the interface conductance was 
determi.ned by the equation: 
H = Q/(A·~T), 
where ~T;is the temperature difference of interface surface, A is 
the cross sectional area of the test interface and Q the heat transfer 
rate. ~·lhen the interface conductance and mean interface temperature 
were obtained for a specific power supplied, the power supplied to 
the heater was changed to establish a different mean interface temper-
ature. The equilibrium time was usually 2 to 3 hours betw·een t~-10 
different power inputs. 
The same test procedure was followed with the other direction 
of heat flow and different kind of materials. 
Power supplied ranged from 5 watts to 33 watts resulting in mean 
interface temperature between 90°F to 210°F. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This thesis presents the experimental results for the contact 
resistance between different metals constituting four pairs of 
specimen sets. Haterial combii.1ations were Aluminum+-+ Aluminum, 
Aluminum ++ Steel, Aluminum ++ Bronze, and Steel ++ Bronze. All the 
results were obtained under vacuum-conditions of between 5xl0-5 torr. 
-4 
and 2x10 torr. For better comparative purposes, all experimental 
pairs were run under constant dead weight load, a11d contacting surfaces 
were finished in the same manner for each specimen resulting in approxi-
mately the same roughness of 6 to 8 microinches. No interstitial 
·material was placed between the interfaces of each pair. Tabulated 
data and results are i.ncluded in the Appendix. The var.ious combina-
tions are discussed separately belo~-1. 
Aluminum++- Aluminum 
Configuration 1 
The two specimens ~1ere both 6061-T6 ·alu;:linum alloy. The the1.'111al 
conductivity of this aluminum is about 99 Btu/hr ft °F. In this test, 
the heat flow was from bottom to top and the range of pot;ver supplied 
to the heater ,;o1as from 5 watts to 25 ~vatts. "A" line on Figure 5 
shows the results obtained in this run ind'icating the correlation be-
tween the i.nterface conductance and the mean interface temperature. 
The values of the interface conductance ranged from about 83 Btu/hr 
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The two specimens are the same pieces as tested in Configuration 1. 
The top specimen was rotated to obt~in a different contacting surface 
configuration. Since the interface conductance is sensitive to changes 
in relative contact configuratioD:, _particularly at low contact pres-
sure, it was desired to detect the affect of repositioning the specimens 
relative to one another. 
The results are plotted on Figure 5. For the "B" line, the heat 
flmv '\vas from bottom to top. The interface conductances ranged from 
about 105 Btu/hr ft2 OF to 125 Btu/hr ft2 OF for interface temperature 
between 1Q60F and 165°F. For the "C" line, the heat flm-1 was opposite 
from that of the "B" line. It '\vas from top to bottom. The interface 
conductances varied from 113 Btu/hr ft2 °F to 126 Btu/hr ft2 oF for 
interface temperatures of 115°F to 175°F respectively. The "B" and 
"C" lines reveal that the differences in interface conductance between 
two similar xaetals at the same interface temperature for heat flow in 
.opposite directions are small or nil. The maximum percentage of the 
difference was within 4.6%. This error might be due to heat loss by 
thermocouple wires, inaccuracy of the potentiometer, human error, and/or 
change in contact area due to expansion and contraction of test column. 
Co;nparison of the "A" and "B" lines, 'tvhich are for the same 
direct~on of heat flow, provides an indication of the effect of inter-











































































Aluminum +-+ Bronze 
Aluminum (6061-T6) and bronze constitute the specimens. The 
conductivity of bronze originally was not known, but it was measured 
using the test fixture as a comparative thermal conductivity apparatus. 
The results were consistent and yielded an average thermal conductivity 
for the bronze of 23.5 Btu/hr ft 2 °F/ft. 
Figure 6 pre.sents the results for the contact resistance of the 
aluminum - bronze interface. The directional dependence of the thermal 
resistance at the interface is seen clearly on the diagram. The upper 
curve is for heat flow from bronze to aluminum whereas the lower curve 
is for heat flow from aluminum to bronze. At the same interface tempera-
ture, the difference in the values of interface conductance is appreci-
able. However, the results are contrary to expectation since the 
higher conductances were obtained for heat flow from the lower con-
ductivity material to the higher thermal conductivity spec:tmen. For 
heat flow from aluruinum to bronze, thermal conductance values ranged 
from 135 Btu/hr ft2 °F to 210 Btu/hr ft2 °F for interface temperature 
between 123°F and 215°F. For flow in the opposite direction, the con-
ductance values were from 252 Btu/hr ft2 op to 270 Btu/hr ft2 op for 
interface temperature between 97°F and 150°F. The bronze \·muld rapidly 
acquire an oxide film ~;rhich might effect the direct contact between 
the two metals. The higher conductances obtained for heat flow from 
the bronze to aluminum might be due to the affect of oxide film. The 
different thermal stress producingbetween the two different metals 
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Fig. 7 Interface Conductance (Al-St), 
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Thus the affect of their combinations might cause the direction 
effect of heat flow. 
Aluminum ++ Steel 
20 
The test specimens were 6061-T6 aluminum and steel. The thermal 
conductivity of the steel was first determined as for the bronze. The 
average value of conductivity was 29.5 Btu/hr ft2 Of/ft. 
The results of the contact resistance tests are shown in Figure 1.· 
A significant directional heat flow effect _is again shown. The aluminum 
has a higher conductivity than steel, and the heat flow rate from 
aluminum to steel at the same mean interface temperature was larger 
than that for the opposite direction. For heat flow from aluminum to 
steel, the1ual conductance values ranged from 412 Btu/hr ft2 OF to 
427 Btu/hr ft2 °F for mean interface temperature between 143°F and 
21QOF. For flow in the opposite direction, the conductance values 
were from 248 Btu/hr ft2 °F to 250 Btu/hr ft2 OF for mean interface 
temperature between 122°F and 165°F. 
The results were scattered and within ±10% from a mean value for 
the direction of heat flow from aluminum to steel. But the higher 
conductivities ~rere obtained from the good conductor to the poor 
conductor under the same interface temperature. Comparison of the 
test of aluminum +-~ bronze pair, it seemed that the o~ide layer had 
major effect on the heat transfer rate under the same mean interface 
temperature. According to Roger's (6) analysis, he e~plain~d that 
warping explanation seems unacceptable. In this test the results 
were similar to his results. 
21 
Steel +-+ Bronze 
Steel and bronze constitute the two parts of the test specimens. 
The conductivities of steel and bronze had previously been determined 
as 29.5 Btu/hr ft 2 °F and 23.5 Btu/hr ft 2 °F respectively. 
The results of this test are plotted on Figure 8 and again indicate 
a directional effect of heat flow. However, the difference between 
the interface resistances with direction is much smaller than for the 
previous dissimilar pairs. The interface conductance with heat flow 
from bronze to steel was greater than that from steel to bronze. 
The oxide film of bronze might be again the factor for the effect of 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents the experimental results indicating that 
under constant contact pressure and certain surface roughness between 
interfaces that the interface conductance increases as the interface 
temperature increases. The resistance to heat flow at the interface 
of dissimilar metals also depends on the direction of heat flow. 
For similar metals, the effect was within 4.6% and could be attributed 
to experimental error. The relative contact configuration has a 
major effect on the values of interface conductance at low contact 
pressure. From the results obtained, it appears that if the difference 
in the thermal conductivities of matching materials is small, then 
the directional phenomenon of heat flow is small also. In Reference (5) 
it was suggested that, since the temperature is not completely uniform 
over the cross section, thermal stress or thermal relief might cause 
the material of low thermal conductivity to warp and so change the con-
tact configuration. This warping would be more serious the higher the 
temperature and thus produce the directional effect of heat flow. But 
according to Rogers (6) experiments, he explained that if the warping 
exists, and thus produce the directional effect of heat flow, the 
interface conductance would be expected to decre.s.se w-ith increase of 
mean interface temperature. So that from the results in this experiment 
the warping explanation, therefore, seems unacceptable. 
Furthermore l·lithout oxide film, there still existed the directional 
effect of aluminum ++ steel pair. 
24 
A. M. Clausing (10) demonstrated that thermal strain due to 
macroscopic influences can cause a pronounced directional effect in 
contact between dissimilar metals. According to his analyses, if 
heat flow from one direction increases the macroscopic contact area, 
then the reversed directional heat flmv will decrease the macroscopic 
contact area. From this he obtained the result that the interface 
conductance will increase as the macroscopic contact area increases. 
The results presented by this paper would not refute the possibility 
of thermal strain effect. Along with conductivity, other properties 
such as linear expansion, the modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio 
and the magnitude of the temperature gradients probably h2.ve an effect 
on the contact area and therefore on interface conductance. 
J. S. Moon and R. N. Keeler (11) theoretically proved that an 
electronic potential barrier at the junction could cause a directional 
heat transfer effect. Fig. 9 shows the simplified diagram of steady 
state electronic energy levels at the inte-r-face. They established 
the ratio for heat transfer across the interface of dissimilar materials 
from two opposite directions as follows: 
Ewl - Ews Tl - T2 
exp 
K T1T2 
where Qij is the he~t transfer rate from metal i to metal j, Aij is 
the contact area for heat flmv from metal i to metal j, T12 is the 
transmissivity from metal ito metal j, Ew is work function, Ews is 
the work function of oxide film between interfaces. K is the Boltzmann 
constant, Ti is the interface temperature of metal i, E0 is the height 
25 
of potential barrier and Em is the Fermi energy level. The ratio T12 
Tl2 T21 




usually unity. The term- is 
A21 Since Ewl > Ews' the exponential 
factor is always greater than unity. Therefore if a potential barri~r 
exists, the directional effect of heat flow might be associated with a 
potential barrier created which reduces the drift of free electrons in 
one direction and increases it in the other direction. In addition, 
the difference of the matching material conductivities may be a 
governing parameter. In any case additional data is needed before a 
parametric study can be completed. 
T-
:Hetal 1 Metal 2 
~1 I ~2 T-- ~- \ I 
____ L/_L I /I I I .~i _____ J.-''-\'-\"-\.:...-l.\ -l' ,_\..:......;\,_\.:...· \-"----------''---
Fig. 9 Simplified Diagram Of Steady State Electronic 
Energy Level At The Interface Of ~vo Dissimilar Hetals With 





Modification of some of the apparatus is recommended to improve 
the results. Axial guard heater should be installed to keep the 
temperature distribution uniformly over the cross section of test 
samples and to reduce heat transfer to adjacent apparatus, also.for 
calibration of heater region for heat loss --- to check Q calculated 
from AK~T/1. Care should be taken to minimize oxidization of the 
test samples to obviate the problem of surface contamination. 
Further recommendation of getting more data, i.e. specimen materi.als, 
surface conditions and finishes, and test conditions, is suggested 
to know more the behavior of heat transfer across the interface. 
28 
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4.835 23'3.296 4.510 220.923 
4.627 225.38'5 4.259 211.308 
4.50'? 220.615 3.918 198.115 
4. 't2B 217.769 4.304 213.038 
2.~44 130.750 2.216 129.583 
2.137 12o.261 2.107 125.000 
2 .. 014 121.125 1.967 119.167 
1.785 111.458 1.745 109.750 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=233~190 -7.933X 
ARSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1531 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=lll.484 9.702X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0890 
Q= 57.132 BTU I HR 
TtMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INT~RFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 


















4.378 215.885 4.092 204. R46 
4.194 20A.800 3.870 196.231 
4.080 204 .. 385 3.577 184.720 
4.013 201.76Q 3.907 197.680 
?..084 124.04?. 2.061 123.083 I.qqo 120.125 1.964 119.042 
1.884 115.625 1.843 113.917 
1.678 106.913 1.644 105.458. 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=215.824 -7.213X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1515 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l06.980 8.619X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1019 
Q= 51.290 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE 
~EAN INTERFACE TEMP. 
INTERFACE CONDUCTANCE= 126.14 
= 200.04 F 
= 125.71 F 
= 162.88 F 




POSITION MILLIVOLTS DEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 4.131 206.333 3.868 196.154 
2 3.962 199.808 3.663 188.080 
3 3.857 1"95.720 3.402 177.800 
4 3.7CJ7 193.385 3.703 189.654 
5 2.012 121.042 1.991 120.167 
6 1.926 117.417 1.900 116.304 
7 1.825 113.167 1.787 111.542 
8 1.637 105.167 1.605 103.783 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=206.266 -6.626X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1547 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. f=l05.206 7.993X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0945 
Q= 47.362 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 191.76 F 
TF.MP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 122.58 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 157.17 F 














3.818 194.192 3.5~3 lR4.960 
3.668 188.280 3. ~-09 178.077 
3.578 184.760 3.174 168.680 
3.527 182.731 3.441 179.320 
1.869 115.000 1.852 114.292 
1.792 111.750 1. 774 111.000 
1.702 107.917 1.672 106.652 
1.535 100.783 1.512 99.783 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LE~ST SQUA~ES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l94.0R7 -5.864X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1437 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQU~RES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. f=l00.808 7.160X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0909 
Q= 42.193 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 

















3.511 1R2.115 3.310 174.120 
3.178 176.840 3.154 167.880 
3.300 173.720 2.947 159.542 
3.255 171.920 3.178 168.840 
1.771 110.870 1.757 110.261 
1.704 108.000 1.691 107.458 
1.622 104.522 1.598 103.478 
1. 474 98.130 1. 454· 97.261 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l82.017 -5.216X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1359 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F= 98.155 6.422X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0980 
Q= 37.706 BTU I HR 
TFMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 

















3.225 170 .. 720 3.052 16 3. 800 
3.104 165.880 2.912 158.120 3.034 163.080 2.735 150 .. 960 
2.992 161.400 2.927 158.720 
1.668 >106.478 1.661 "106.174 
1.610 104.000 1. 604 10 3. 739 
1.539 100.956 1.524 100.304 
1.410 95.391 l. 394 94.696 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l70.626 -4.761X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1240 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F= 95.415 5.593X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATIQN= 0.0946 
Q= 33.543 BTU I HR 
TE~P. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 

















2.845 155.417 2.723 150.480 
2.748 151.500 2.608 145.760 
2 • .S88 149.042 2.477 140.417 
2.656 147.720 2.606 145.680 
1.547 101.304 1 .. 547 101.304 
1.497 99.130 1. 504 99.435 
1. 442 96.750 1.444 96.833 
1.336 92.174 1.336 92.174 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l55.360 -3.948X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1332 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F= 92.183 4.583X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION=· 0.0363 
Q= 27.638 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TFMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 








POSITION MILLIVOLTS DEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
l 2.374 136.167 2.298 133.000 
2 2.304 133.250 2.206 129.167 
3 2.263 131.542 2.107 125.000 
4 2.240 130.583 2.202 129.000 
5 1.445 96.875 1.442 96.750 
6 1.406 95.217 1.406 95.217 
7 1.367 93.522 1.365 93.435 
8 1.288 90·. 087 1.286 90.000 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l36.102 -2.859X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1031 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F= 90.102 3.399X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0207 
Q= 20.275 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 129.84 F · 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 97.49 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 113.67 F 













2.374 136.167 ?.298 133.000 2.304 133.250 2.206 129.167 
2.263 131.542 2.107 125.000 2.240 130.583 2. 202 129.000 
1.445 96.875 1.442 96.750 
1.406 95.217 1.406 95.217 
1.367 93.522 1.365 93.435 
l. 288 90.087 1.286 90.0CO 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=136.102 -2.859X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1031 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F= 90.102 3.399X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0207 
Q= 20.275 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 



















1.352 92.870 1. 362 93.304 
1.394 94.696 1.411 95.435 
1.418 95.739 1.438 96 .. 583 
1.435 96. 't5 8 1.437 96.542 
1.899 116.261 1.886 115. 708 
1.913 116.870 1.881 115.500 
1.934 117.750 1.893 116.000 
1.970 119.292 1.933 117.708 
. ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F= 92.890 1.823X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0600 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LTNE TEMP. F=119.275 -1.539X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0412 
Q= 10.894 BTU I HR 
TE~P. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LQWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 




I HR SQ FT F 
> I ,_. 
N 
CENTER SURFACE 









1.548 101.348 1.552 101.522 
1.621 104.478 1.627 104.739 
1.662 106.217 1.670 106.565 
1.696 107.667 1.691 107.458 
2.463 139.833 2.440 138.R80 
2.490 140.958 2.423 138.200 
2.524 142.333 2.439 138.840 
2.586 144.875 2.511 141.800 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=101.346 3.183X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0461 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=144.860 -2.543X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0313 
Q= 18.552 STU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 









POSITION MILLIVOLTS DEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 1.595 103.'348 1.599 103.522 
2 1.674 106.739 1.681 107.042 
3 1.719 108.652 1. 727 109.000 
4 1.757 110.261 1.752 110.043 
5 2.611 145.880 2.585 144.833 
6 2.642 147.160 2.566 144.042 
7 2.680 148.708 2.584 144.792 
8 2.752 .151.667 2.666 148.125 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l03.334 3.481X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0512 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l51.636 -2.918X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0372 
Q= 20.731 RTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 110.95 F 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 145.29 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 128.12 F 














1.657 106.000 1.657 106.000 
1.747 109.833 1.747 109.833 
1.797 111.958 1.797 111.958 
1.340 113.792 1.830 113.375 
2.743 151.292 2.717 1'>0.240 
2.780 152.800 2.694 149.292 
2.~23 154.520 2.712 150.040 
2.904 157.800 2.808 153.920 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l05.987 3.919X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0477 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l57.785 -3.273X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEViATION= 0.0248 
Q= 23.300 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 


















1.730 109.125 1.732 109.208 
l.R35 113.583 l.R35 113.583 
1.392 lll).95A 1.892 115.958 
1.944 118.174 1.932 117.667 
3.005 161.970 2.974 160.667 
3.047 163.600 2.943 159.375 
3.097 165.600 2.969 160.458 
3.192 169.400 3.079 164.880 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l09.107 4.536X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0286 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l69.370 -3.769X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0360 
Q= 26.908 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 


















1.831 113.417 1.837 113.667 
1.953 118.565 1.957 118.739 
2.0?0 121.375 2.023 121.500 
2.078 123.7q2 2.067 123.333 
3.307 174.000 3.274 172.680 
3.l56 175.960 3.238 171.240 
3.415 178.308 3.270 172.520 
3.527 182.731 3.402 177.800 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=113.414 5.220X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0547 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
lEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l82.699 -4.400X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0397 
Q= 31.168 BTU I HR 
TE~P. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
. MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 


















1.900 116.304 l.cn 7 117.042 
2.04R 122.542 2.065 123.250 
2.127 125.833 2.149 126.783 
2.195 128.708 2. i85 128.2Q2 
3.614 186.160 3.579 184.800 
3.672 188.440 3.543 183.360 
3.745 191.320 3.587 185.115 
3.880 196.615 3.735 190.920 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=ll6.328 6.239X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0584 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SOUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l96.575 -5.281X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0566 
Q= 37.322 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE 
= 129.98 F 
= 185.10 F 
= 157.54 F MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. 
INTERFACE CONDUCTANCE= 123.78 BTU I HR SQ FT F 

















































LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=118.693 6.446X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0891 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=201.629 -5.380X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0498 
Q= 38.315 BTU I HR 
TEMP- AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 



















1.975 119.500 1.986 119.958 
2.133 1.26.087 2.142 126.478 
2.219 129.708 2.227 130.042 
2.?94 132.833 2.280 132.250 
3.817 194.154 3.777 192.600 
3.878 196.538 3.730 190.720 
3.q56 199.577 3.775 192.520 
4.100 205.154 3.940 198.962 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=ll9.487 6.707X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0677 
ALU~INUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=205.108 -5.558X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0593 
Q= 39.736 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 

















2.092 124.375 2.108 125.042 
2.277 132.125 2.285 132.458 
2.374 136.167 2.392 136.917 
2.470 140.125 2.460 139.708 
4.848 233.778 4.785 231.385 
4.933 236.963 4.698 228.077 
5.030 240.615 4.750 230.038 
5.220 247.741 4.994 239.259 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l24.334 7.879X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0334 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=247.678 -7.026X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0449 
Q= 48.287 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE 
= 141.58 F 
= 232.41 F 
= 186.99 F MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. 













2.030 121.792 2.040 122.208 
2.200 128.917 2.200 128.917 
2.289 132.625 2.295 132.875 
2.375 136.208 2.362 135.667 
4.545 222.269 4.482 ·219.846 
4.616 224.<163 4.399 216.667 
4.700 228.154 4.450 218.615 
4. 866 234.462 4.66! 226.667 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l21.767 7.217X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATlON= 0.0259 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=234.375 -6.145X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0599 
Q= 43.288 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE 
= 137.56 F 
= 221.02 F 
= 179.29 F MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. 














1.872 115.125 1.886 115.708 
2.014 121.125 2.027 121.667 
2.090 124.292 2.112 125.208 
2.162 127.333 2.157 127.125 
4.()41 202.880 3.988 200.808 
4.105 205.346 3.920 198.192 
4.178 208.160 3.967 200 .. 000 
4.317 213 .. 538 4.145 206.852 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=ll5.C93 -6.112X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0330 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=213.512 -5.360X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0304 
Q= 37.167 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 128.47 F 
TEMP. AT THF LOWER INTERFACE = 201.86 F 
= 165.16 F MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. 















1.qs1 114.250 1. 865 114.833 
1.980 119.70B 1.990 120.125 
2.048 122 .. 542 2.068 123.375 
2.110 125.125 2.100 124.708 
3.800 193.500 3.746 191.360 
3.854 195.600 3.695 189.346 
3.922 198.269 3.741 191. 160 
4.055 203.423 3.902 197.480 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=ll4.264 5.460X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0359 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=203.340 -5.016X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0695 
Q= 33.938 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 126.21 F 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 192.44 F 
: 159.33 F MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. 













l.7q5 111.875 1.807 112.391 
1.925 117.375 1.932 117.667 
1.994 120.292 2.010 120.958 
2.060 123.042 2.052 12 2. 708 
3.77R 192.640 3.727 190.600 
3.832 194.731 3.667 188.240 
3.900 197.400 3.709 189.885 
4.025 202.240 3.870 196.231 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=lll.851 5.595X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0305 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=202.210 -4.851X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0521 
Q= 33.843 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE 
= 124.10 F 
= 191.67 F 
= 157.88 F MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. 














1.628 104.783 1.633 105.000 
1.720 108.696 1.722 108.783 
1. 772 110.q13 1. Tf1 111.125 
1.816 112.783 1.812 112.609 
3.080 164.920 3.032 163.000 
3.120 166.520 3.003 161.840 
3.171 168.560 3.028 162.840 
3.262 172.200 3.147 16 7. 600 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEhST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l04.762 4.027X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0589 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l72.187 -3.678X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0453 
Q= 24.963 ATU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE 
TEMP. AT THF LOWER INTERFACE 
= 113.58 F 
= 164.19 F 
= 138.89 F MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. 














1.460 97.522 1. 462 97.609 
1.524 100.304 1.526 ~00.391 
1.55C) 101.826 1 .. 566 102.125 
1.,592 103.217 1.589 103.087 
2.534 142.750 2.490 140.958 
2.562 143.880 2.476 140.375 
2.594 145.200 2.492 141.040 
2.656 147.720 2.574 144 •. 375 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F= 97.503 2.857X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0279 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l47.702 -2.502X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0241 
Q= 17.363 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE 
= 103.76 F 
= 142.26 F 
= 123.01 F MEAN TNTERFACE TEMP. 














1.327 91.783 1.327 91.783 
1.377 93.956 1.377 93.956 
1.404 95.130 1.407 95.261 
1.427 96.125 1.424 96.000 
2.144 126.565 2.107 125.000 
2.165 127.45q 2.102 124.792 
2.192 128.583 2.115 125.333 
2.241 130.625 2.180 128.083 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. f= 91.789 2.187X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= · 0.0325 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=130.614 -2.050X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0317 
Q= 13.726 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 96.57 F 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 126.16 F 
= 111.37 F MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. 














1.287 90.043 1. 296 90.435 
1.332 92.000 1.345 92.565 
1.357 93.087 1.378 94.000 
1.377 93.956 1.378 94.000 
2.017 121 .. 250 1.982 119.79 2 
2.037 122.083 1.988 120.042 
2.059 12.3.000 2.004 120.708 
2.102 124.792 2.053 122.750 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F= 90.049 1.975X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0400 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l24.782 -1.779X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0141 
Q= 12.162 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE UPPER INTERFACE = 94.37 F 
TEMP. AT THE LOWER INTERFACE = 120.92 F 
= 107.64 F MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. 
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f. PJTER SURfACE 
Pr S! T I Qf\l (·H Lt. TVOL TS c, FG. F- MILLIVOLTS ) EG. F 
4.8r·~ ? -;?. 1 r, ;, 4.709 22H.500 
/ t,.:J7') ;:? c L,.. ~- ()? 3.657 187.846 
:~ 
'· 6CJ lP2. 1.'40 "3.330 174.0?0 
/+ .. ::J. -~~; c; 173.720 3.229 170.880 
I) !'.11::; l-:2,4.5l·? 2.?.83 132.375 
, ?.7'5? 13J.crJ3 ?.23G 130.167 ., 
-, 2.1.7·~ 127.(-,(-.,7 2.097 124.583 
p. 1.CJR7 l?O.OCO l.Q25 117.375 
9 R fJ r--1 7 r: S P F. C I ~ F N 
LF".<',T Sf1ll.~\ilFC: STfl/'dGHT Lii\JF TEMP. F=232.53~-?<J.33RX 
.!\'\)'lLlJT~ l>.VEQ.flr,E PER(f.r--!TAGE fJFVIt\TinN= 0.2469 
A L I I 'q N 1 J i'-i S P F. C I ,_, E N 
L != J\ S T S ·lll 'I 9 r S S T R t T G H T L H l F T E ~-1 P • F.= 1 2 0 • 1 3 4 7 • 2 7 C'J X 
1\P.Sf!LllTi= .1\Vr:RtH~~ PEP(F:\JTllGE ')f"Vl/\TTON-= 0.1114 
·').,- ltf .• 1'+ 1 R T U I H R 
T p,~ P • \ T T H [ 8 P CF·J7 F T NT F. ;<F 1\ C F -= l 6 7 • 0 R F 
Tr'.~D. 1'T TYF '\l!J''iiNUM J"lTEqFACE= 13?.95 F 
'1•:'\~; Ir!TF 1~FtJ.Cr TEr.,..n. = 151.'52 F 







Pf1SiTI'1"'4 ~-n LL T VOLTS '1 c t: l_, ~-- ·' • F MILLIVOLTS OFG. F 
l '·. :...c ~ ~?4.491 4.505 220.731 .., ~. q 1 4 1_07.Gl-J~) 3.'>25 182.654 
-::, ., • [1,?7 l P2 • Tn_ 3.212 170.200 
lt ?,. l_C'·! l (:.P., -:1711 3. ll 7 J.6 6. 400 
r:· ., ?.?74 1 .?- 2 • ~~~ I:J ~) ?. 227 130.042 
!-.l :?.107 l"Ji1.,7Q•J 2.174 127.8"33 
7 2.11P. 121).4~!) Z.0'52 122.708 p. 1 • :":II+ 7 118.10'+ 1.887 115.750 
n,~ m\r l t S P tC Pt1f:N 
l_f=.-\ST ~'li.J\Gf~ STR/\TGHT LP,IF. TEMP. F-=224.872-27.866X 
1\qSnt.!.iTO::: o\VFR~GE n'=RCENT,\GF. DEVIATTO"'= 0.2433 
. A L !Y~ T \Jll ~ S P F.C I Mf N 
tr:~.~T ~')!J.i\ 1~!=-S t;TRI\I!.HT LT~JE TEr-1P.· F=ll3.4l3 n.A67X 
ARSnLUTF ~V~RAGf PFRCF~TAGE OFVIATION= 0.1015 
~= 41.A7n 1TU I HR 
Tr~...,D. 1\T T 1 -l~ :q!7rl!'JlF INT!:RF!\CE -= 162.70 F 
r;:::.~o •. l'lT THI== ,:\UFvJP~lJM Ji'HERFACF= 113.14 l= 
;-.. 1 F. 1\ •.1 T ~JT E R 1= A\. i= T EM P. = 1 't A • 0 2 F 





I) 0 S I T 1 Cl [\; i':TLLIVOLTS m= r... F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 It • ;, ? ) 717.')77 't.3l3 213.3R5 
-; ? • -rn 1 c:;>. 1~4 G 3.408 178.038 
< ~,.l~J~· l71J.11S 3.110 lA6.120 
I;. -~ • i] S I+ lh5.c8r, i.O?.? lA2. 600 
" 
? l 07 
- . .. . 128.70? ?.154 127.000 
' ? • 1_?? 1?5.A?'J ?..103 124.833 ,'-._ 
7 ? IS-, 
' . ·- -~ ' - 122.7U8 1.998 120.458 
c l.~G? 115.058 l.B38 113.708 
C)RQNZE SPFCH1EN 
Lc;~~T S')!i'\PF~ STRfiiGf-lT LHl[ TE~·!P. F=217.92l-26.327X 
1\'~~fJI.I!Tt HIF:Q./\.GE PEf\CF"JTI\GE DEVU\TION= 0.2219 
~ L1 J ''-'H r11 U '1 S P E C I ~ E f\J 
L r: t' S T S :J U '\ r. r: ' S T R !\ u; H T L PJ f T E f~ P • F = 1 1 n • 0 55 6 • 40 5 X 
~qSnLUTc \VEQ~GE PEPCENTA~~ DEVIATION= 0.0972 
')= 4r,.qcn RTU I HR 
T r: '~ P • ~ T T H F R R [l ~: ,: F f r--.1 T F ~{ F 1\ C E = p; 9 • l 9 I-
T [: •w • ·~ T T H E /'. U! ·111 I r-.)lJ M I NT E R FA C E = 1 2 9 • q 9 F 
"1 ~ •\ ~'>! T '\1 T F R != .~ C F T E r.., P • = 1 44 • 5 9 F 





r. F. "J T E R SURFACE 
PnSTTION i~I LL I VOLTS or:r, .. F rHLLJVOL TS DEG. F 
l '1.222 209.f~81) 4.li5 .205. TH 
7 ?, • .£, llt 12.6.160 3.?74 172.680 
~ 
-::, • .?_7(-, 17 2. 7 {:):) 2.9q? 161.400 
t, ?.gf,q lfl0.417 ?..910 l58.01t0 
r; 7.137 l?A. 0':1 .?.087 124.167 
f, 7. C0!) 123.042 2.04'?. 1?2.292 
7 1,.'107 1~G.'tl7 1.940 11~.000 p. l • ~It') 114.000 1. 792 111.750 
~R.nNZ[ 5PECT T-1EN 
l. F:= fl S T 5 ~ I I \ D. != S S T R A I G H T L I '~ E T E M P • F = 2 1 0 • 2 0 0- 2 4 • 7 9 6 X 
A9S~t.urc ~VFR6GE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.2047 
A L 'J ~n NU....., sPEc 1 M f N 
u::,'\ST S:/U·\ 0 !:=<) STPAlGHT Lfi'!F TEMP. F=ll4.125 6.001X 
fd3SOl UTF ~VFP~GE PER.CENTJ\r,E DEVIATIIJN= 0.1213 
8 = '3 ,q • 5 1 0 q T U I t-~ R 
T~~o. \T TH~ 8RON7E INTER~ACF = 154.9R F 
7 r- ~.~, o • .I\ T T H E :\ I_ U M I N lJ fvt T N T E R F A C E = 1 2 7 • 1 7 F 
ME:'\~-! TNTEf<~/\CF TEMP. = 141.02 F 




C E !'.IT f P. SUI:!. FACE 
ncSITION ~ .. ·ILL.!VQLTS DfG. I= MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
4.117 :?nf.1.5~-" 4.067 7.0'3.RA5 
? (. ..... ')?7 18?.731 3.20C ln9.720 
l ~.l()l 169. "36·J 2.917 1'58.320 
4 2.AQ7 157.12G 2.~35 155.000 
::; ? • 11? 125.?CA 2.064 1?.3.208 
(-. 2. t'l;? 122.2°? 2.020 121.375 
7 1.'!7tl 11<?.6?5 1.920 117.167 
r. ]..B2R ll3.2Q2 1.770 110.826 
RR'l~!71= SPECIMF.N 
l.F~ST SQUaR~S 5TDAIGHT LT~E TEMP. F=206.929-?4.789X 
·\BSrJI UTE 1\VFRl\GE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1906 
1\ L! J ~ T NU M 5 P F: C I M E N 
l_r:/\ST S':li.JV'FS STP.~tGHf LINE TFMP. F=ll3.41.3 5.948X 
~RSnUJT': hVER~GE PERCENTAGE DEVT/\TTON= 0.1107 
~= 38.33~ qTU I HR 
TFV.P. ~~T THl: PRn!'llF TNTER~ACE = 151.52 F 
Tf:'1D • .A,T THt 1\LII~HNUM INTF.RFACE= 126.34 r: 
~E~~ TNT~RFACF TEMP. = 138.91 F 





r>rstTJn~.: t-J.TLLTVnLTS !1EG. F MILLTVOLTS OEG. F 
1 l. ~? 5 lq 1t.RI.•6 3.777 1 0?. 600 '· 
? ~ ?C'l-.:1 • ·- . .J l 7?:.. /+40 3.C02 161.800 
3 ? • •"")1")0 161."3?\) 2.746 151.417 
. ; 
·~ ?.717 11:)0.2'1-~ 2.67? 148~375 
c:, ~.GlJ 12C.CJ')Q l.Q69 119.250 
1:. l. ~ll- q llR.34<3 l. Q30 117.583 
1 1..191/ 115.87') 1.841 113.R33 
<i 1.1r:s1 110.261 1.707 108.130 
~ ~ rvH t ~ D F C I r~ F. N 
l . F .1\ S T 5 ') U '\ ~~ F S S T P .. ~ I G Y T L P! t T EM P • F = 1 q 5 • 1 2 3- 2 2. 3 6 7 X 
·~RS(ll UP: /\Vff71\Gf: P~RCfNTAGf DEVIATION= 0.1984 
f,LIJ~qNu~ Sf>ECT'-1fN 
l. FA. S T <; 0 !J V' F S S T R t'\ I r; H T L I N F T E rv1 P. F = 110 • 3 4 A 5. 34 5 X 
f.\~Snt.UTF flVERM;E DF.RC:ENT~GE DEVI!ITION= 0.0789 
C): '34.5lt- RTIJ I HR 
T I_= ~~ o • 1\ T T H E P, R !l ~~ Z F I !\! T E lH: A C E' = l 4 5 • 2 2 F 
T ;:- .,, ? • l~ T T 1-1 E 1\ L1 t '·H N U M I NT E R F A C E = 1 2 1 • 9 6 F 
~E~~ TNT~RFAC:F TFMD. = 133.59 F 




( P~TfR SURFACE 
POSIT I ml ~.q LL J VOLTS n~r c MILLIVOLTS DEG. F L.. 1- -.. '1. 
' 
, l.fl'"2=) lP7.:lC(l 3.6ln 186.240 ._I 
? ~. 1.., l ].f,f.,.9f-.f"1 2.RB6 157.080 
~ ?.q,tq 1"5.')lt? 2.62~ 146.583 
4 ?.')'i<J 14.5. 4(') ?..561 143.840 
Cj 1.017 11.7.04?. 1.~94 115. 625 
(1 1. S"i7 1 l't. C) nf) 1.84~ 113.Ql7 
7 1. '1 :-:·P 112. 1t35 1.770 110.826 
P. l.~R3 107.121) 1.642 105.375 
R R 'l ~! Z E S P E C I ME N 
tr:.~.<;T S:'JI.Jl\~F~ STR~·iGHT LPIF TEMP. F=187.27.4-20.888X 
I\~S[]lllTE7 1\VF~~GE DfRf.EI\IT1(;f f)EVTATION= 0.1879 
t\UF1.J"1U1·1 <;r>ECTMFN 
L F f. S T :0 0 1.' .'\ ~ F S S T R .rq r, H T I_ f "·IE T F M P • F = 1 0 7 • 2 3 2 4 • q 2 8 X 
t\6SOI_IITr: .\V~P,A~r:: Dfl~[E~Tfl.Gf: f)J:VII\TION= 0.1227 
'1= l2.')/P. qTll I PR 
rc~o. ~T TH[ BRON7E INTFRFACE = 140.62 F 
T t.: .,, r> • :\ T T H E '\ l tJ •q ~l U ~ I I'JT E R F A C E = 1 1 7 • 0 4 F 
~~~~ INTERF~(F TFMD.. = 12Q.2R F 




( F t\!TER SURFACE 
f'n SIT T nl\1 :'11 l t T VOLT<; !Jf:-G. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
-~. :':?1 "t 7 0. l)fl(\ 3.21? 170.200 
..... ?.70? l'5).2r.() 2.607 145.7/?0 ( 
? ?.Sf)') l41.6fW 2."377 136.?92 , .. ") ".1,4 4. 
, . .· .. 1';4.017 2.313 133.625 
s 1. 7P.2 111.33) 1. 754 110.130 
f: ~.7'3S l\19.1~~ 1.7'2? 108.783 
-, l.t,nf) 1C7.417 1.662 106.217 I 
~ l.SPtl 1C3.0R7 1.555 101.652 
RRfJ~l?F SPECIMEN 
Lf"L•ST ~()Utl!.'cS ~TP.\lGHT Ll\JF TFMP. F=l70.717-17.891X 
~.HSOLttTr: ,\VI::RI\GE PERCENTAGE= DEVII\TION= 0.1490 
4LU~INUM SPECI~FN 
I_Ci\t:;T c-,r)ti~RFS STR.~TG~H LINF TEMP. F=l03.15'; 4.122X 
J\RSOI.UTc ~.VF.i<tV;:: PFRCEf\JTA~E· 11C:VIATIOI\l= 0.0649 
'1:: ?7.11~ 1TU I Hf< 
Tr~n. \T THE ~ql~ZE TNTFRF~CF ~ l30.RO F 
if-='•ID. ;'T Trl!= ~LI1\1lMJM INTERFACE= 112.11 F 
~tF~"J P.lTfqr=t,CE TF~'P. = l21.4o F 




t: t ~.J TF P SURFACE 
POSITTON HILLTVOLTS Dt=G. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
").612 llt5. CJ?:.) 2.622 146.33'3 
7 7.:>oq 1~-:~,.nci; 2.170 127.667 
':1 ?.1.2? l?S.A?5 1.9q7 l2U.417 
~~ 1. Q()6 110.171) 1.944 118.174 
t::, 1.547 ]:'!1.08 7 1.5215 100."348 
t. 1.'5C7 09.')1.,~ 1.1500 99.261 
7 1 • It 7 S 9 8. l 7't 1.462 97.609 
8 l. 40') 01t. 9'16 1.37R 94.000 
RRONlF SPEC P'1EN 
L'-".'\ST ~'lli.'\RF:S \TP'\Tf;HT LP·lF TEMP. F=l46.05A-l3.459X 
1\RSflLUTE 1\lfP<AGE PF.~CENTAGf DEVIATION= 0.1'511 
L\L\P1INUM SPECIMEN 
! F ~~ S T CJ) I J~ D [- <: S T R /1 T G H T l T N E T F r~ P. F= 9 '5 • 0 0 '5 3 • 0 58 X 
/IP,Sr!LUT~ AV:=:P.L'ISE PERCtNT/I.Gf OEVIATrnr-,J= 0.05o4 
'!= ?~'.?~q P.TIJ I HP 
T!='~D •. lT TH~ Gf~lii\!ZE INTERFACE = 116.0' F 
T ~ '.1 r> • A T T H E A L WH N U ~, I NT E R F A C E = 1 0 1 • 6 5 F 
MrA~ TNT~RFACE TF~P. = 108.84 F 




I.F\IT!=R SUR f-ACE 
pnsiTJnN ~·il LL I VflL TS orr;. r MILLTVOLTS D FG. F 
l ? • ./ .. 111 1.4(.~P1 2.481 l'tO. 583 
..., ?.?t)(") l;:A. 0 l7 2.005 124.500 / 
i /. :)ld 17.2.?5') 1. Q/tl 118.043 
lr 1 qQ-:1 . - 11.6.2hl 1.883 115.583 
5 l.'jl') QO.Ol3 1.501 99.391 
A l_. 'tR 1 OP.It~') l.'t7R gq.304 
_7 l. 45/ 97.174 1. 445 Q6.875 
;~ 1. ~Vt Q4.26l 1.371 93.696 
P.RrJNZF SPECIMEN 
LFAST ~OU~~~S STP~IGHT LINr TEMP. F=l40.733-12.205X 
l'd)';r~LUTr: :\Vf:R,\G!= PEDCENTA.GE DFViATTON= C.l51~ 
!\LU~-1J!<~lJH SPFCIMEN 
1 r.: l'. c; T ~ •: l' :\ ~' f <; S T R .t\ I'~ H T l. P~ f= T E M P • F= 9 4 • 2 fVt 2 • R l 0 X 
ARSOLUT~ \V~P\SE 0 ERCENTAGE OFVIATTON= 0.0452 
--~::; 1. !1 • '+ q n R r u 1 H R 
T''~~. ".T Tl-lf: 1:\Rfl~JZF INTF 1<FACE :: 113.50 F 
T r: ··-1!) • l\ T TH f: ~ L U 1-1 T N U"" 1 NT E R FA C E-= l 0 0 • 19 F 
~~aN J~T~PFtCE Tf~P. = 106.95 F 




C:fNTEP SURFACE PQSITION '·.IT Ll I VOLTS DF.G. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 ?. ~"';)7 l? ~. :J p l 2.028 l?l.70R 
"} l. q )I~ 113.51.? 1.7'59 110.348 ,' 
' L 7] 7 lCP-.565 1.64f.. 10 5. 5'+2 
4 l. Sl7 1 C4. "30 1 .. 1.607 103.870 
t::, l. ~ jl q_?.043 1.327 91.783 
,, 1 • 3l? <!l.l3<l 1. 307 9(1.913 
7 1.?<;() 90.174 1.287 90.043 
n 1. ?.42 8A.087 1.2..,2 87.652 
A~ON7E SDECI~EN 
leAST ~nu~nFs STRAIGHT LI~E TFMP. F=l22.182 -B.941X 
ARSOLllT~ ~VERAGE PE~CE~TAGF DEVIATIO~= 0.1346 
.-\L!Jt.q~;u~~ SPECIMEN 
!_ c: " S T S '1 I t 1\ R '- <:; ') T R l~ F~ H T L T N E TEMP. F= R R • 1 2 ') 1 • 9 8 5 X 
J\RSfll UTf .~VEPI\r;c PERC:ENTl\GE DEVIATION= G.U502 
f)= 11.107 RTlJ I HP. 
TF''"J• ,\T THr; r.Rfl:'-!Zf INTERFACE = 102.24 F 
T~Mo. AT THf ~LUMINUM INTERFACE= 92.44 F 
~FA~ TNTERF~C~ TEM~. = 97.34 F 





r. F 'JT E R, SIJRFACE 
onsiTTGN ~q L L l V fl L T <; OFG. r- M T l L T VOLTS D EG. F 
1 ? • 7 ~:Q 1Lt ') o 8 "7 ') ?.67? 148.375 
? ?.. l,t;t"') l 76. C"iq(' ~.l6q lAB.480 
-~ '.)?.~ 1°?.(1!.54 3.3A4 176~?80 -' 
!.. ? • ·) {yl ~ 0 s. p /, () 3.775 192.520 
l) 4. 7P/t 231.31-'-h 4.630 ~?5.500 
f, 4.122 23?.i)()<i 4.h94 227.923 
7 L1 • !l") .. l .. ?'~7.077 4.405 216.889 
q 5J)3? 2'tt'1.A02 4.710 228.538 
n, I< n r-) ' r s r E c I r'-'1 E N 
I Fl\t;T c,r)!ltdH=S STRAIG!·H LTt\!f TFMP. F=l50.791 22.508X 
-~qSflLUTc: /\VFRM;F PF!{CENT~.GE DEVIATION= C.Rll8 
I\ t:YH 1\J U M. S P E [ T ME N 
L r- J\ S T S •l 1.J" R r: <; S T P l\1 r. H T L f!'J F T EM P. F= 2 40 • <) 75 -4. 8 8 3 X 
l\!3Sfll1JTE 1\Vf:R:\G[ Pft~CENfi\Gr OEVIATION= 0.?.~86 
'1 = 3 3 • l ~ o 8 T U I !·I i:~ 
Tt="~P. 1\T THE RI10'PF INTFP.Ff'~CF. = '?01.01 F 
T r- ·.~ o • -"· T r' ~ F 1\ L. '·' !v1 r 1\H ~t-1 rr·n c R F A c E = 2 3 o • 3 6 F 
~\t=r\~! T~lTFPF/\1";1: TV.:MP. = 215.6A F 





POSITION ~,q Ll I V!lL TS 0EG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 ?.~7? lldt. 2 9? 2.')40 u•~.ooo 
2 "·· JS7 1_ 64. ceo 2.973 1A0.625 ~. "1, ?'l? ... '•. l 73 • 4r:HJ 3.144 167.480 
4 :..so? l84.9?0 3.508 182.000 
~ f.s .• '•Ct... 216.85? 4.260 211. 3't6 
A 4-.'+]7 ?l.q.ll5 4.327 213.9?3 
7 1t.')32 ??1.760 4.072 20 4. 077 
8 '-!. 617 225.001) 4.335 214 .. 231 
f3RON7E SPECH1EN 
l F f\ S T S 1) U f., R f=: c:; S T R ·U G H T L T N f TEMP. F = 144 • 0? 3 2 0 • 11 5 X 
A n S n L1 IT!? l'. V ~ R f, r; F P E P C E !\1 TAr; f. f) E V I t\ T I 0 N= 0 • 2 7 2 5 
ALUMJ~UM SPECIMEN 
LFAST SOIJ~RFS STRAIGHT LI~E TEMP. F=225.221 -4.255X 
ARSGllJT~ AVERA~~ PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.2142 
0= ?9.2'54 qru 1 YR 
T~~~. AT TH~ RRONlE INTFRF~CE = 188.90 F 
TE~o. AT THf ~LU~INUM INTERFACE= 215.97 F 
MF~N INTfRFACE TEMD. = 202.44 F 




r: P.JTER SURFACE 
f> G S l T J 'l r-1 tAJ LL I Vf'!LTS n~=G. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 ?.'iJ:i~ 14~.5/(i ?.'520 142.167 
? ~. ,..,~n 1 f. 7 • •:-: ? .-: ?.'?47 1':) 0 .1)42 
., ~.?f,'• 172.1?,.. 3.117 11,6.400 
1.. "1,. 5~? 181.?/(' 3 • It "f1 180.792 
s '-... ~ 7~: 215.'37 7 4.?20 zoq.~oA 
A /,. 4\.(') ~lh.70.4 4.290 ?12.500 
7 4. 497 ??r'l.lt?"3 4.038 202.760 p {L e ') p 2 ?23.69? 4.302 212.962 
. r. I~ m! 7 r:= S P F. f.. I ME N 
LEt"~ST s:U.'\PFS ~TR~IGHT LlNf TEMP. F=l4"3.?11 lq.A74X 
.1\~SGLliTf f\VFR~GE PF~CEt\ITAGJ: OEVIJ\TION= 0.3137 
AL!Jt-q i~U~·~ S P FC I ~EN 
L!=A~T <:,'11l\PFS <;TRI\IGHT LPJE TEMP. F=223.RA9 -4.257X 
~".~Sfll.lJT::: '.\Vt=:~f\r;E PI=RCE~TJ\Gt !lEVIATION= 0.?275 
0: ?C.Q77 qru I HR 
TF~P. AT TH~ RqnN7F INTERFACE = lR7.55 F 
T F '~ n • 1\ T T H f t\ UP" Hll J M I NT E r~ F A C F = 2 14 • 6 3 F 
'·1 c: 1\ t--J P l T '.: R F A C E T F. ~1 P • = 2 0 1 • 0 9 F 





POSITIO~! :"1ILLIV!JLTS Df.G. F MILLIVOLTS 0 F.G. F 
l ?.i77 llf--.?0? 2. 3ft 7 135.042 
? 2.7(14 l5 7i.36') 2.715 150.160 
?. ?.CfCl.S l6l.S6·J 2.860 156.040 
!+ ':l .• ~')(' 171.7?•) 3.184 169.080 
r. ~.~'~~ ?00.654 3.R40 195.040 
/-. 4.:Jll ?01.769 3.913 197.qzo 
"7 4. ;)O 6 20'5.CCO 3.690 189.154 I 
P. '-.lAq ?C7.76') 3.920 198.192 
RRn"'lF SPECIMEN 
Lr.A'iT S'!l_li\PFS STRAIGHT LPJE TF.MP. F=l36.014 17.528X 
llBSC,l_!!Tr.: AVEPAGF PfRCFf\JT~SF OFVJ/\TION= 0.2q07 
~ L t J tv1 I r--!U t-1 S P F C I MEN 
L~A~T S0UARES STRAIGHT LTNF TEMP. F=~07.q71 -3.712X 
A R ~ fl I l JT [ /\ V F P A r, E P E R C E NT A G F 0 E V T 1\ T I f1 N ·= 0 • 2 0 7 5 
n= ~5. ')04 RTU I HP 
TE'1P. 1\T THF fl.RO"l!E INTFPF . \CE = 175.12 F 
TC:..,lP. t,T THE 'ALI_F-IINUM INTERFI\CE= 199.90 ~ 
'·1 != i\t i P·H E R r- A C E T C: 1·1 D • = UP • 5 l != 




C f::i'JTE R SURFACE 
P[1 S T T I or--J \q LL I Vf)L TS on;. F HILLTVOLTS 0 Er;. f 
1 2.7?_7 , ".l r, I· 4.? J. • \, • ··' • 2. zo·c 128.1:)17 
? ?.'597 145. 3?·"l 2.5~C· 1',?.583 
~ 2.77S lS?.AnO 2.<S53 14 7. 600 
,_ 1 /'' r ..., 
.. . . ' - /_ 16l.AO~· 2.CJ4C 159.250 
~ ? • ':,f· 7 1R3.?4n 3.537 183.12~) 
f 3.1.,Q2 189.231. 3.f)07 18'5.885 
7 ""). 7 6 ') lq~.l20 3.410 178.115 p 3,q?•:l 194.61'5 3.610 186.000 
R~~NZF SPECIMEN 
LFAST S~U~~~S STPATGJ~T LTNF TEMP. F=l29.7RO 15.698X 
A~SnLUT~ ~VFR~GE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.2930 
ALWHNUV. SPECHI.EN 
LE/\<;T <;01!1PE<: ST~'\If.HT LJNF TEMP. F=194.79B -3.331X 
1\BSGLUT~ AVERAGE PEQCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1976 
'l= 2?.861 RTU I HP 
TF~n. AT THE f3RnNlf. l!\JTERFAC·E = 164.~0 F 
TPvn>. .".T THF 1\Ul~INUM INTERFACE= 187.'56 F 
M~aN INTERFACE TEMP, = 176.18 F 




c c ~n r- R SUqFACE 
PC: SIT I DN .. ILLTVOLTS O(G. F ~HLLIVOL TS DEG. F 
?.ri~A l??.r:4? 2.013 1?.1.083 
..... ?. ~.')S l"'-'1."'-75 2.~05 1~3.20.2 ( 
'? ?.S·:;t-. lltl.~CJ 2.40'+ 137.417 
{~ '.".07 ]l+ C) • Lt J 7 7.645 l't7.280 
., l.~lJ. 17 1+. 2l+ c 3.:?00 1.69.720 
(., "-l. ~3fj 1_7f).lf)0 3.2A7 172.400 
'"'? 
'3. '3 ()? 1.77.G80 3.096 lf-.5.560 I 
8 l.451 170.7'?0 3.269 172.480 
r~Rnt--Jlr: SPECIMEN 
LeAST SOU1°FS STRAIGHT lJNf TFMP. F=l2l.A74 13.541X 
A~S!ll'lTt:: ~VFDt\GF: PERCENTJ\~F- DEVI!.-,TION= 0.2222 
i'\LIJ~ 1 ! ~JUM SPf:C H~EN 
LFAST SiJ'JA~rs STPt~.IGHT LTNE TF.r~P. F=l79.cn4 -2.857X 
AQ,SflLilT': 1\VE["{-\GE PERCFNTAGE OEVL~TION= 0.1873 
0= lr.,.~7C RTU I Hr.;' 
Tr-~P. ~T TH~ 9R~N7F INTFRFACE = 152.08 F 
T ~ v [) • A T T H E 1\ L U M ! N U f~ I NT E R F A C E = l 7 3 • 7 0 F 
'1 r: t\ "l I "! T F Rf A C f. TEMP. = 16 2. 8 9 F 






POSTTION ~ILLTVIlLTS DEr.;. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1. ~(';? 112.174 1.7B'5 111.'!·5~ 
.., ?.Jc:;r. l72.f.?~ 2.014 17.1.125 t.. 
3 ? • 1 (, 7 1?7.5L.( ?.0°0 l?'t. 29 2 
4 ? • 115 l33.7C~ 2.275 132.042 
') ? • q ?.1. 1 54. gt, 0 2.745 151.375 
f-, 2. qtt 7 155.'5CO 2.797 153.480 
7 2.~0'1 157.440 2.667 148.167 
P. 2.936 159.0P3 2.800 15 3. 600 
RRON7F SPECIMEN 
L~AST S~lJAqE~ STRAISHT LJNE TFMP. F=ll2.030 10.651X 
AqSOl.lJT~ AVFR~SF PERCFNTAGE DEVIATION= 0.2050 
ALU~INUM SPECIMEN 
!.FAST ) 1)1JI\D[S <;TRi\IGHT tJt-.!E TE~~P. F=l59.210 -2.218X 
ARSOLUT~ AVERAGE PERCENTA~E DEVIATION= 0.1632 
0= 15.~7~ RTU I HR 
Tf~?. ~T THF RR8MZF INTERFACE = 135.79 F 
T~-'·~r>. 1\T THE ALPMINUM INTER!=ttCE= 154.39 F 
~~\N I~TER~ACE TEMP. = 145.09 F 





PC:S!TION ~.q LLI VOLTS DEG. l= MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 •.:::: ,., 7 
.L -a -• : on.C)')S 1. 4 77 98.261 
? l.S7?. lC'6.(,')? 1.64n 105.542 
l 1. lf)lj. 11C.130 1.6q4 107.583 
,, l.qso. 114.51..? 1.8?.8 113.?92 
I) ?.~sc; 13l.?CA 2. 19 5 128.708 
11 1.:?~6 13l.n~7 2.235 130.375 
7 2. ")0?. 133.167 2.155 127.042 
0 ?.127 l34.2CP 2.232 130.250 
'' 
AR1N!F SPECIMEN 
L~AST S0U1DFS STQAIGHT LINE TEMP. F= 99.401 7.397X 
~~Sni_UTc AVER~GE PEPCENTAGF OEVlATlnN= 0.2342 
1\LUMTNlJ"-1 SPF:CtM~N 
LF~ST snu~Q~S STR~J~HT LT~E TEMP. F=l34.335 -1.576X 
,I~QSnt.IJTI.: ;\\JCR/\GE PEP.C:F:NTAGF DEViATION= O.l62B 
·l = 1 0 • 7 9 k. ·~ T ll I ~ Q 
TI='1D. 1\T TH!: 9R0"17f Ir-.tTEPFI\C~ = 11'5.90 F 
!~~o. AT THf ALUMINUM INTERFACE= 130.Ql F 
~r~~ INTERF~[F TE~P. = 123.41 F 
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CE~TER SURFACE POSITION :~ILLIVOLTS QEG. r MILLiVOLTS OEG. F 
l. '>.len ?46.6'i4 4.R92 2~5.444 
;> 4.~1'J 2?5.'>00 4.4~6 ?20.000 
1 4.l"J,'l 7GA.6~Q 4.0Q4 20-+.q2~ 
4 ~'. 7 27 l9G.6C') 3.':>H2 iR4.920 5 ?.')Q:) l44.625 2.523 142.292 
6 2.465 139.917 2.450 139.292 7 2.37? 136.031 2.300 1"33.0A3 
8 2.166 127.500 2.102 124.792 
STEEL SPECIMeN 
LE~ST SOUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=24A.929-28.074X 
A~SOLUT~ AV~RAGE PERCENT~GE DEVIATION= 1.0544 
ALU~nNUM SPECIMEN 
LE~ST SOUARES STRAIGHT LTNE TEMP. F=l27.4R2 R.488X 
ABSOLUTF. AVERAG~ PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.1063 
Q= 54.602 BTU I HR 
TE~P. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 186.10 F 
TEMP. AT THF ALU~INUM INTERFACE= 145.93 F 
~EAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 166.02 F 




CENTER SUR FACE 
POSITION ~H LL l VOLTS OEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
l 5.052 ?41.',.44 4.768 230.731 
2 4.'512 221.000 4.371 215.615 
3 4.037 202.720 3.899 197. 'j6Q 
4 3.641 187.?.31 3.501 lB 1. 731 
5 2.532 14-2.667 2.478 140.458 
6 2.424 138.240 2.407 137.542 
7 2.332 134.417 2.262 131.500 
8 2.132 126. 0't3 2.070 123.458 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=243.649-27.156X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 1.0435 
ALUMlNUM SPEClMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l26.047 8.262X 
ARSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0737 
1= 52.q82 BTU I HR 
TE~P. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 1B2.87 F 
TFMP. AT THE ALUMINUM INTERFACE~ 144.00 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 163.44 F 






POSIT10N MILLIVOLTS DEG. F MILLIVOLTS Dt:G. F 
l 4.866 ? 34. 4t-_2 4.607 22l;..630 
2 4.354 214.962 4.217 209 .. 692 
3 3.900 197.400 3.770 1q2. 320 
'+ 3.527 152.731 3.394 177.480 5 2. 4· 70 140.125 2.417 137 .. 958 
6 2.'366 135.833 2.349 135.125 
7 2.280 132.250 2.208 129.250 
8 2.0.38 124.208 2.027 121.667 
STEFL SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQU~RES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=236.561-25.931X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 1.0303 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LfAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l24.217 7.900X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0892 
Q= 50.628 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE STEEL INTtRFACE = 178.53 F 
TE~P. AT THE ALUMfNUM INTERFACE= 141.39 F 
~EAN INTERFACE TEMP. ~ 159.96 F 






PnSITIDN r~ I l L I V 0 L T S DEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
, 4.184 208.400 3.984 200~ 654 L 
;::> 3.767 l92.2CO 1.656 l87.ROB 
"3 3.404 l77.RRO 3.300 173 .. 720 
4 3.104 165.880 2.9P,7 161.200 
5 2.2.37 130.458 2.184 128.250 
A 2.152 126.913 
' 
2.137 126.261 
7 2.0R2 123.958 2.019 121.333 
8 1.927 117.458 1.872 115.125 
SlFEl S?EtlMEN 
LE~S1 SQU~R~S S1R~lGHT llNE TEMP. F=Zl0.068-Zl.314X 
ABSOLUlE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.9139 
~LUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQU~RES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=117.441 6.449X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0791 
Q= 41.471 RTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 162.37 F 
TEMP. ~T THE AlUMINUM INTERFACE= 131.46 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 146.91 F 





CENTER SURFACE POSITION MILLIVOLTS DEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 3.842 195.120 3.678 188.680 
2 3.4n5 180.292 3.372 176.600 
3 3.143 16 7. 1-tl~ {) 3.054 163.880 
4 2.1172 15n.5?0 2 .. 76CJ 152.360 
5 2.110 125 .. 12'5 2.070 12.3.458 
6 2.035 122.000 2.022 121.458 
7 1.97? 119.375 1.927 117.458 
R 1.832 113.458 1.790 111.667 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l96.598-19.338X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.8562 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQlJARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=ll3.473 5.793X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0726 
D= 37.436 8TU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 153.32 F 
TEMP. AT THE ALUMINUM INTERFACE= 126.06 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 139.69 F 






POSITION MILLIVOLTS DEG. F t~ ILl IV OL T S DEG. F 
, 3.484 181.077 3.346 175.560 l. 
2 3. 142 16 7. 'tiJO 3.057 164.000 
':l 2.852 155.7C8 2.780 152.800 J 
4 2.610 145.840 2.530 142.583 
c:. 1. 918 117.0R3 l.R92 115.958 
--' 
6 1.850 114.208 1.845 114.000 
7 1.795 111.875 1.765 110.609 
8 1.670 106.565 1.637 105.167 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQU~RES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=182.376-17.662X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.8163 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l06.567 5.214X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0796 
Q= 33.'t43 BTU I HR 
TE~~. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 142.85 F 
TE~D. AT THE ALUMINUM INTERFACE= 117.90 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 130.37 F 
INTERFACE CONDUCTANCE= 248.70 BTU I HR SQ FT F 
~ 
I 
l .. fl 
0' 
CENTER SURfACE PGSITION MILLIVOLIS OEG. F MILLIVOLTS OEG. F 
1 3.27'5 172.720 3. 15 5 167.920 2 ?.967 l6C.375 ~.895 157.44J 
') 2.712 l50.0l:-O 2. 648 14 7. 400 J 
4 2.497 141.240 2.424 138.21,0 
1::: 1.892 115.958 1.870 115.042 -' 
6 l.q31 113.500 1.828 113.292 
7 1.784 111.417 1.759 110.348 
8 1.673 106.696 1.645 10 5. 500 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LEAST S~UARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l73.840-15.775X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.7312 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l06.716 4.602X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0615 
0= 30.137 RTU I HR 
T~MP. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 138.54 F 
TE~P. AT THE ALUMINUM INTERFACE= 116.72 F 
MEAN INTERF~CE TEMP. = 127.63 F 




POSiiiON CENTER ~ILLIVOLTS DEG. F SURFACE MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 3.()0() 161.7?0 2.899 157.600 
2 2.727 150.640 2.668 148.208 
3 2.'508 141.680 2.454 139.458 
4 2.319 133 • .ens 2.260 131.417 
5 1.769 110.783 1.754 110.130 
6 1.715 108.478 1.714 108.435 
7 1.670 106.565 1. 660 106.130 
8 1.577 102.583 1.558 101.783 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l62.661-13.940X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.6456 
ALU~INUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l02.532 4.063X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0817 
0= 26.620 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 131.46 F 
TEMP. AT THf ALU~INU~ INTERFACE= 111.36 f 
MEAN INTER~AC~ TEMP. = 121.41 F 





CENTER SURFACE POSITION MfLliVOLTS DEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
. 
":),.02B 162.840 2.948 159.583 I ~ 3.500 181.692 3.472 180.583 3 3.673 188.480 3.630 186.800 4 3.940 198.962 3.792 193.192 5 4.400 216.704 4.284 212.269 6 4.455 218.808 4.33A 214.346 7 4.506 220.769 4.387 216.222 8 4.602 224.444 4.467 219.269 
STEEL SPECIMEN . 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l63.006 l7.767X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.3610 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=224.516 -3.853X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0404 
Q= 29.633 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 202.77 F 
TEMP. AT THE ALUMINUM INTERFACE= 216.14 F 
ME~N INTERFACE TEMP. = 209.45 F 




CENTER SURFACE Pf'1SITION MILLIVOLTS DEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 2.935 159.042 2.860 156.040 
2 3.372 176.680 3.347 175.600 
3 3.')'10 l82.B46 3.490 181.308 
4 3.782 192.800 3.635 187.000 
5 4. 1cn 208.920 4.082 204.462 
6 4,.?.40 210.577 4.132 20 6. 370 
7 4.288 212.423 4.172 207.920 
8 4.380 215.962 4.237 210.462 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l59.168 l6.581X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.3645 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=215.950 -3.537X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0159 
Q= 27.467 BTU I HR 
TE~P. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 196.2R F 
TEMP. AT TH~ ALUMINUM INTERFACE= 208.26 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 202.27 F 















2.867 156.320 2.796 153.440 
3 •. ?.70 1"{2.520 3.242 171.400 
3.409 178.077 3 .. 373 176. 6lt0 
3.fl30 186,800 3.505 181.885 
4 .. 006 201.500 3.900 197.400 
4.050 203.231 3.952 199.423 
4.090 204.769 3.993 201.000 
4.179 208.200 4.064 203.769 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l56.558 14.996X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.3484 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LE~ST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=208.178 -3.336X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0193 
0= 25.285 BTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 
TEMP. AT THE ALUMINUM INTERFACE= 
190.12 F 
200.93 F 
195.52 F MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. 






POSITION MILLIVOLTS DEG. F MILLIVOLTS OEG. F 
1 2.785 153.000 2.71<? 150.320 
2 3.140 167.320 3.117 166. 'tOO 
3 "3.261 172.160 3.227 170.800 
4 3.453 179.800 3.'338 175 .. 240 
5 ? .• 768 192.240 3.687 189.038 
6 3. 8Ql~ 193.654 3.721 190.360 
7 3.840 195.040 3.762 192.000 
8 3.907 197.680 3.827 19't.538 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LE~ST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. f=l53.235 13.186X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.3235 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LTNE TEMP. F=l97.708 -2.715X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0169 
Q= 21.527 RTU I HR 
TFMP. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 182.75 F 
TEMP. AT THF. ALUMINUM INTERFACE= 191.81 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 187.28 F 




CENTER SURFACE POSITION MILLIVOLTS CEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
1 2.737 151..042 2.672 148.375 
? 1.0f.6 164.360 3.040 163.320 
3 3.174 168.680 3.139 167.280 
'+ 3.345 175.520 3.240 171.320 5 3.630 186.800 3.54R 183.560 
6 3.662 1BB.040 3.~R5 1R5.038 
7 3.694 189.308. 3.615 18 6. 200 
8 3. 754 191.680 3.665 188.160 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l51.340 12.054X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.3164 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUA~ES STRAIGHT LTNE TEMP. F=l91.702 -2.440X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0120 
Q= 19.543 STU I HR 
TEf\1?. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 178.32 F 
TEMP. AT THE ALUMINUM INTERFACE= 186.40 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 182.36 F 





CENTER SURfACE POSrTION M1Ll!VOLTS DEG. F MILLIVOLTS OEG. F 
1 2.560 143.800 2. 500 141.360 
2 2 .. 827 l5L~.68Q 2.803 153.720 
3 2.907 157.9?0 2.878 156.760 
4 3.042 163.400 2.952 159.750 
5 3.7.?4 172.680 3.213 170. 2'+0 
6 3. 30'+ l73.8RG 3.238 171.240 
7 3.325 174.720 3 .. 264 172.280 
R 3 .. 382 177.00C 3.314 174.280 
STEEL SPECiMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l44.106 9.639X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.3088 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l76.969 -2.133X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PeRCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0403 
0= 16.214 RTU I HR 
TEMP. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 165.68 F 
TEMP. AT THE ALUMINUM INTERFACE= 172.33 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 169.01 F 




CENTER SURFACE POSITiON MILLIVOLTS DEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG .. F 
1 2.395 137.042 2.342 134.833 
2 2.627 146. 5't2 2.609 145.800 3 2.69R 149.458 2.674 148.458 
4 2.798 153.520 2.738 151.083 
5 1.032 163.000 2.970 160.500 
6 3.055 163.920 7.997 161.600 
7 3.081 164.960 3.024 162.680 
8 3.127 166.800 3.070 164.520 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUAqES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l37.441 8.177X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.3167 
ALUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=l66.817 -1.908X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0156 
Q= 14.077 BTU I HR 
TE~P. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 15~.74 F 
TEMP. AT THE ~LUMINUM INTERFACE= 162.67 F 
~EAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 159.20 F 





CENTER SURFACE POSITION MILLIVOLTS OEG. F MILLIVOLTS DEG. F 
l 2.154 127 .. 000 2.110 125.125 
2 ?..300 l33.Q8~ 2.314 133.667 
3 2.377 136.292 2.357 135.458 
4 2.447 139.167 2. 398 137 .. 167 
5 2.,q~ 1 1t5. 36;') 2.552 143.480 
6 2.610 145.R40 2.570 144.208 
7 2.630 146. 66-, 2.598 145.360 
8 2.659 147.840 2.636 146.917 
STEEL SPECIMEN 
LEAST SQUARES STRAIGHT LINF- TEMP. F=l27.009 6.112X 
ABSOLUTE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0419 
~LUMINUM SPECIMEN 
LFASi SQUARES STRAIGH! LINE TEMP. F=l47.852 -1.268X 
ABSOLUT~ AVERAGE PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.0425 
Q= 10.008 ~TU ! HR 
TEMP. AT THE STEEL INTERFACE = 140.69 F 
TEMP. AT THE ALU~INUM INTERFACE: 145.10 F 
MEAN INTERFACE TEMP. = 142.89 F 
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I+ • ?, .0,? 227.4A? 4.647 226.148 
4.)f;? ?17.192 4.197 208.9?0 
lh J 7:"'; 2 'J 7. 81+0 4.100 1-C5 .. 154 
.,, • 'jfi ">: ? !'~1. (if';[; 3.<:>00 197.400 
?. • }8 7 ll6.7(;q 2.345 134.958 
I. 20·J 1?8.917 2.234 130.:?33 
'2.!')0.S 124 .. 5ti) 2.092 124.375 
1,7<?1 111 .. 7°?. 1.788 111.583 
~RON?E SPECIMEN 
LFAST S0Uh~E~ STRAIGHT \_INE TEMP. F=226.833-13.076X 
ARSnLUT~ AVFRAGF PE~CFNTAGE OEVIATlON= 0.3676 
STFtL SPECIMf:N 
LFAST S 1)UL\qrs STR:\.IGHT LI!\lF TEMP. F=ll1.7Bl 12.176X 
1\~SOLUT!= /\VE:Ri\GE PERCENTAGE DEVTATION= 0.4354 
n= <LRlO RTIJ I YR 
-rp4n. AT THE RRONZ.F lNTEPFAC.E 
r=uo. AT T~~ STEFL INTERFACE 
= 197.66 F. 
= 139.(13 F 
= 168.35 F M2~N INTERFACE TE~P. 


















t}. 1)"l. 7 
;, • l r.:; 5 
{, ", /. II 
' ... ,... ·-· 
?,.0(1~) 
? • :q l 
2.141 
? (";?, 0 
/..._, • • .. : ~ l 


























Uf;ST sn:J-:~Y!-S .STPf\Ji.;tH LP!F TEi'v!P. F=22l.426-l2.806X 
ABSOL\JTF ".!V:::P~r.,f PERCEi'HAGE DEVILI.TION= 0.3321 
S T !? F L S r EC P4 F ~.J 
LF/\ST SQU,VYS STPb.IGHT LTI\Jc TEMP. F=ll0.255 11.400X 
l\8SOI UTE l.l\!FR.M;E PERCENT'\GE DEVIATION= 0.3793 
r:l== 2ii. 25'"::1 P.T1J I Hf) 
~F~ 0 • ~T THE BRONZE INTfRFACf = l'12.R6 F 
T r;: '·1 P • .~ T T H E S T r- c L I NT E P F A C E = 135.77 F 
= l6tt-. 31 F M~AN INTFRFACE TEMP. 





C E i\JT E R SURFACE 










l+. r;n7 ??G.HC'R 4.tt7? 219.462 
!,. 1 '") p . ,, .. ' ,Jf;(:-_~2? lt. 04 9 203.192 
I, • J71 ?:C.,'l.IJPO 3.q51 199.385 
l. R4 (~ l.o'5.?.6n ">.764 192.0RO 
?.119 133.Fl7'"i 2.2Al 132.292 
?.147 l2f,.h9fl 2.176 1.?7.917 
'} •. }l;? 1?~.?'~2 2.04-2 122.292 
L 7f:l?_ 110.47.0. 1.759 110.348 
. lR~NZF SPECIMEN 
LFAST SlUAOES STR~If.~T LINE TEMP. F=220.243-12.556X 
AnSOlllTF 1\Vf-HliGF DfRCEf\JTfi(;F DEVIATION= 0.3539 
STF:EL SPEC IMPJ 
t.Fl\ST SOil!\R.fS STR.I\IGHT LIN>: TEMP. F=ll0.43R 11.464X 
tF\SrlllJTf: 1\Vf.R/\GF- PERCENTAGE DEVIATION;:;: 0.3689 
0= ?0. 723 qTU I IJ:.~ 
rr:·~r. !\T TH!= P,Q,!Jf\!7[ INTFRFI\CE = lq2.23 F 
T~-'1P. ~~: THF. STt-=[L INTERFACE = 136.09 F 
= 164.16 l= MF~N INTFRFA[f T~MP~ 














L!• 33S 214.2~1. 4.302 212.962 
3.'180 ?00.~00 3.914 197.960 
3.387 l96.2.P."' 3.817 194.15'-t 
~.7'J,j l 0 0. Bll·O 3.642 187.269 
?.2/'l J.?Q.75G 2.180 128.083 
'2.0'17 1.2?. 0 17 2.082 121.958 
1.96?. 118.956 1.957 118.739 
1.697. 1C7.'500 1.687 107.292 
RRONZE SPECIMEN 
LF~ST SOU\QFS STRAIGHT LINE TEMP. F=213.602-ll.545X 
ARSOLUTF ~VEPAGF PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.3868 
STEFL SPECIMEN 
LE~ST SOIJ4R~S STRAIGHT LIN~ TEMP. F=l07.532 l0.888X 
A~SOLlJTE AV~RA~F PERCFNTA~E DEVIATION= 0.3980 
Q= 19.~a( PTU I HR 
TF~P. AT THE RRON7f INTE~FACE -= 187.84 F 
T t:: "10 • AT T H ~ S T E E L I NT E R F A C E = 131.90 F 
= 159.87 F ME~N T~TERF~(F TF~D. 













/~r. 14~ 2 C:A • 11< l 4~10° 2C5.500 
1.7q; l~'.J3.J('8 3.735 190.9?0 
'L7f'S lPC). 7'~1 3.645 lP7.385 
-:1,.557 1!-1?,. 7?C 3.477 180.79? 
?.161\ 1.-,7 5'' \~ ft t, .... ~,1 2.1?.11 12 5. 875 
?..0(7 l?0,q?~ 2.033 121.917 
1.'1 21 117.2':~8 1.917 117.042 
1.()66 1 0(-,. 3°1 1.661 106.174 
RRQ~7F SPECIMEN 
lE~ST S0lJAP~S STP~IGHT LI~f TEMP. F=206.15l-11.357X 
ARSOI UTf AVFPAGF P~RCE~TAGf OEVIATION= 0.3830 
STErL SPECIMFN 
L[AST ~0UAPES STR~IGHT LT~E TEMP. F=l06.3g4 10.301X 
A~SOLUT~ AVFRAGE PERCENTAGE nEVIATION= 0.4183 
D= l8.A7S RTU I HR 
T F ~~ P • t, T T 1--J 1:: 9 ~ n f\!7 E I NT E 9 F A C E 
TC~P. ~T THF ~T~Fl INTERFACE 
-= 180.81 F 
= 120.45 F 
: 155.13 F ~E~N TNTFRFAC~ TEMPe 















lt. 0 {+? 2(i?.9/:") 4 .. 010 20l..n54 
1.715 lqO.l20 1.£>60 187.962 
"1. f-. ::1, c:; 
• t_. §~ -· 1R7.0CO 3.572 1~4.520 
~1 .. !+05 un. 5\';; 3.41.7 l78.3H5 
?.107 1?5.01)0 2.073 123.583 l. q f.!~ 11 q u •Vt2 1. q~6 119.958 
l. 877 115.333 1.871 115.083 
1..'137 l;J 5.167 1.632 -104.956 
llRflf\J?E SPECIMEN 
lf/\ST S'liJ/\0!-<; STR/\JGHT LHJE TEMP. F=202.271--10.566X 
I\"3SDLIIT!= f\VERAGE PF:RCENT~GF DEVIATION= 0.4lf52 
STEFL SPECIMEN 
LF.hST S0\II\PFS STI~I'.TGHT LJNE TEMP. F=l05.1R8 9.731X 
AI?.~OLUTC: I\VFR4f;E PFRCENTJ\Gf f)E"VIATION= 0.320q 
Q= 17.520 ~TU I HR 
rr-r-~o. 1\T THI== PR'l~'-J?E INTEPFACE - 17R.70 F 
TE~ 0 • AT THE STC~l INTERFACE ::: 126.97 F 
= 152.R3 F MF~N INTERFACE TEMP. 
















i. -~ 7"1 176,?20 3.14~ 175.640 
~.l.~f} 166.5?0 3.076 164.760 
~.(147 1A3.t;t:d) ~.002 161.800 
? • 03 1') 1 ').R • Pl.d} 2. rn2 156.520 1. g,:, 1-t Jl4.7t1?_ 1.837 1.13.667 
1..7L~? 1G9.A?5 1.765 110.609 1. c,RI) J07.00J 1.677 1C6.870 
l. '+R 7 9F3.60') 1.485 98.609 
~Rn~l7f SPFCIMFN 
LEAST SQllARFS STPli.TGHT LINF TEMP. F==l76.340 -8.818X 
A;SiJLI!Tr: 'WI?RA.GE DF:~E:ENTL\GE OFV1ATIDN== 0.3000 
STEEL SPEC P~FN 
lC:•\ST Sf.)!Jt\R~S STRAIGHT LJNF TF.MP. F= 98.711 7.837X 
L\BSOLIJT': '\VFPAGF. PEQCENTAGE OEVIATION= 0.389A 
0= l4.34Pf1TU·/HR 
TF ~1ll. AT TI-n: ~g nr ... J? F INTERFACE = 156.67 F 
n::~·!P. .'\T THF. <;TFtL INTERFACE = 116.7.5 ~ 
MEAN T~TERFACE TEMP. 
INTERFACE CnN0UCTANCE= 
116.46 f 













• •,j ~~ 1~~5 .. C·C·0 3.058 164.040 
?.Rt-;:"") l5S.A2S 2.915 154.200 
2.787 153.CB,J 2.747 151.458 
?.AA.? ll+q. 7Ct/ 2.6~2 146.750 
• 7'l? I • ,J. lf} () • ;:H"\ 8 1.70Q 10R.217 
1..6?5 1!)4,60::,? 1.647 10'). 583 
1.570 102.29~ 1.570 102.292 
1. 1+G 1 qs.ooo 1. 398 94.870 
n R,nt·17E SPEC I MPJ 
L 1- l':. S T S Q I J '\ D_ != <; S T R :\ U~ 4 T l T. !\J F T E t~ P • f:= 1 6 4 • 61 4 - 7 • 9 9 l X 
1\~S'll.lJTf:: II.VER.o'\GE PERCl-NTAGF Of.VIATTON= 0.3196 
S T E F L S P EC I MEN 
Lf.AS.T SOIJt\Rr-S STPtd\.HT LTNF TfM'P. F= 95.001 6.921X 
A~SOLUT~ '\VfQAG~ PERCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.3486 
'):: 1?. ~27 11Til I HR 
Tf\1P.. tlT THf 13R.fJ~J7E INTERFACE = 146.79 F 
TC•·w. '\T THF ~TfEL jf\!TERFI\CE = 110.49 F 
= 12 P.. 64 F ME~~ INTfRFAC~ TfMP. 





r:t:\ITFR SUR. FACE 









2.S0..7 lf~l;. en 7 2.570 14't .. 208 
?.ttl? J. .,, 7. 7'-JO 2.387 136.708 
/.."1A2 135 .. 1;A7 2.3?.?. 134.000 
?..?RP 112.'2'50 2.242 130 .. 667 
1. 5~ 7 10(J.P.7C 1.5?.C 100. 130 
l.'+'l~ 97. ~0'+ 1. 471 98.000 
J.'t]?. Q5.'~7R 1.412 95.478 
1.?77 B0.60CJ 1.275 89.522 
RRnN!E SPECIMEN 
l ~AST SlUARrS ~TR1IGHT' LTNF TEMP. F=l44.66Q -6.243X 
~RSnLUTc ~VFQAGE PFRCENTA~E DEVIATION= 0.2448 
STFEL SPFCTMEN 
LFAST ~QLJARE~ STRAJ~HT LINE TEMP. F= 89.641 5.488X 
ABSOLUTE AVFRAGF PEPCENTAGE DEVIATION= 0.3091 
0= 10. 09'? 8TU I HR 
Tf~P. AT THE 9RON7E TNTEPFACF 
Tf~P. AT THE STEFL INTERFACE 
.:: 130.74 F 
= 101.92 F 
= ll6.3i F ~F~N INTFRFACE TEMP. 




C E~·JTFR SURFACE 










?.5·'37 j/~/ •. 0 0)7 2.58° 145.000 
? • 'Vt3 155.~33 2.<32? 154.480 
"2.98? lf·l.OC'G ?..992 161.400 
3. ll~? 1A7.4CO 3.145 167.520 
4 • ~~ q ·=l 227.7(-,0 4.587 223.885 
,;_ • r~ (; ._-·, ?~1.96? 4.604 227.923 
1
-;. '12 5 236.667 4.798 231.885 
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The uncertainty is anestimate experimental error in measured 
values. From this the u:1certainty in the final calculated values of 
interface conductance and heat transfer rate can be calculated with 
the numerical analysis formulas for the experiment. In the following 
the uncertainty of the interface conductances presented by this thesis 
will be discussed briefly. Fourier's conduction law was found from 
"'T' Q' =K'A' D 
L' 
, 
-:-1he.re ll.T' is the temperature difference between two holes a distance 
I,r apart, A' is the cross sectional area of the test sarnples, and 
K' is the thermal conductivity of test specimen. Q' is the heat 
t:.cansfer rate. The uncertainty of the heat transfer rate was found 
from 
In this €.experiment, oK' was predicted to 
K' 
in comparison wi'ch t:1e other factors and 
(1) 
be 5%, oA \v-as very small 
A' 
. ., ~L' 
could be neg~ected, .~ 
L' 
11as about 2%. The uncertainty of ·the heat transfer rate then could 
be .,\lr:t t ten in the fonn: 
2 (~) ::: 0. 0029 (2) 




where H is the interface conduetanceJ A is the cross sectional a:r.:.oa 
of the test interface~ LT is the temperature drop of the interface 
surface and Q the heat transfer rate. Then the uncertainty of the 









where A! could be neglected for its small value. Equation (3) then 
A 




From equation (2) and (4), the uncertainty of all test results 
could be estimated. Tb.e uncertainty of interface conductance in 
!:he highest heat transfer rate of each testing pair was found as 





Al -~ Al 
r:' o -. 0 -3 :> • ..iXJ. 
+ 7.7% 










St +- A1 
7.64xlo-3 
-2 1.05x10 
:-: t:;s-.·Io- 1 J. J{ ""~ 
+ 12.7% 









+ 14. r1a 
+ 16.2% 




Table 1. Uncertainty Analysis 
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